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BOSTON BOSTON
TOILET COLLECTION GLOSS WHITE COLLECTION
In a world where style is a reflection of one’s 

personality, our Boston toilet collection empowers 

you to curate a bathroom space that aligns with 

your individuality. With meticulous attention to 

detail, each toilet is not just a fixture but a work of 

art that enriches your daily rituals.

Step into a world of elegance and sophistication 

with our captivating range of toilets that redefine 

modern bathroom aesthetics. Crafted to perfection, 

each piece in our collection boasts a harmonious 

blend of form and function, transforming your 

bathroom into a sanctuary of style and luxury. 

Whether you’re captivated by the timeless allure 

of a glossy finish or the understated elegance of a 

matte texture, our range of toilets is designed to 

cater to your discerning taste.

Imagine the sheer opulence of a glossy finish toilet 

gracing your bathroom, reflecting light and exuding 

an air of refined grandeur. Every curve, every contour 

is accentuated by the lustrous surface, creating 

a visual masterpiece that’s sure to captivate. 

Meanwhile, for those who appreciate subtlety and 

tactility, our matte finish toilets offer a velvety touch 

that adds an extra layer of intimacy to your space. 

The matte surface not only feels exquisite but also 

eliminates unsightly fingerprints, maintaining its 

flawlessness with grace.

Dive into the depths of sophistication with our black 

toilet range, where boldness meets contemporary 

design. The black toilet transcends convention, 

introducing an element of drama that effortlessly 

elevates the overall aesthetic of your bathroom. 

On the other end of the spectrum, our white toilet 

collection is a nod to classic beauty and timeless 

elegance. The pristine purity of white, coupled with 

our modern designs, results in a visual symphony 

that resonates with simplicity and grace. BACK TO WALL
Boston back to wall suite  
WDBO100WH

Boston floor mounted pan  
WDBO200WH

Boston back to wall pan  
WDBO300WH

Boston back to wall suite  
WDBO100WH



BOSTONBOSTON
MATTE BLACK COLLECTIONMATTE WHITE COLLECTION

WALL HUNG

The Boston matte black toilet collection, 
where bold design meets unparalleled 

performance. Elevate your bathroom 
with this sleek and stylish collection 
that embodies modern luxury. 

The striking matte black finish adds a 
touch of drama and sophistication to 

any space, making a bold statement of 
your design sensibilities. 

Crafted with precision engineering, the 
Boston range ensures not only a stunning 

aesthetic but also exceptional functionality, 
providing a comfortable and efficient 

bathroom experience. Upgrade your home with 
a Boston Matte Black Toilet and redefine your 
bathroom’s elegance.

Boston back to wall suite  
WDBO100MB

Boston back to wall suite  
WDBO100MW

Boston wall hung pan  
WDBO300MB

Boston floor mounted pan  
WDBO200MB

Boston floor mounted pan  
WDBO200MW

Boston back to wall pan  
WDBO300MB

Boston back to wall pan  
WDBO300MW

FLOOR MOUNTED
Boston floor mounted pan  
WDBO200MW



BOSTON
COMFORT HEIGHT

COMFORT HEIGHT 

Harvard Comfort height Floor mounted pan  
WDHA200WH

Boston wall hung suite  
WDBO400WH

BOSTON
COLLECTION

FEATURES

All of our toilets have the latest technology

Soft close Quick release seat Rimless flush
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The Concealed Attraction of an 
Oxford In-Wall Cistern
An In-wall Cistern is mounted behind the wall, creating  
a  practical and elegant finish to your bathroom or  
powder room. 

These hidden gems subtly transform bathrooms into 
havens of understated style and space. Their unassuming 
presence brings forth measurable benefits:

Appreciate the hushed flushes that blend seamlessly  
into your bathroom or powder room. Revel in ease  
of maintenance where unbroken lines promote  
effortless cleaning.

In their concealment, in-wall cisterns provide modern 
conveniences - with simple designs and push button  
face plates that are easy to use, suiting users of all ages.  
A choice of finishes integrating into any décor.  

Consider well before installation - determine optimal 
access points and wall depths through consultations with 
builders and plumbers. Though initial costs may be higher, 
the long-term gains in aesthetics and functionality prove 
worthwhile.

Let Oxford in-wall cisterns subtly elevate your bathrooms. 
Whether blending seamlessly within intimate retreats 
or family-friendly spaces, their understated presence 
promotes style. 

OXFORD
INWALL COLLECTION



Oxford Pnuematic Face Plate  
Chrome
236mm x 152mm x 8mm

KI5020CP

Oxford Pnuematic Face Plate  
Black
236mm x 152mm x 8mm

KI5020BL

Oxford Pnuematic Face Plate 
Brushed Nickel
236mm x 152mm x 8mm

KI5020BN

Oxford Pnuematic Face Plate 
Matte White  
236mm x 152mm x 8mm

KI5020MW

Oxford Pnuematic Face Plate  
Gun Metal
236mm x 152mm x 8mm

KI5020GM

Oxford Pnuematic Face Plate  
Brushed Gold 
236mm x 152mm x 8mm

KI5020BG

Oxford Pnuematic Slim In Wall Frameless Cistern  
For use with floor mounted pans 
KI1001FL

The Oxford Pneumatic Slim In-Wall Cisterns and Faceplates are a cutting-edge solution for modern bathrooms. These 
innovative cisterns are designed specifically to be used with Oxford faceplates and wall hung and floor pans. The cisterns 
offer a seamless and sleek installation with their pneumatic flushing mechanism, and they provide a powerful and efficient 
flush every time, surpassing traditional mechanical mechanisms.
• WELS rating: 3 star 6-3 L/min

Oxford Pnuematic Slim In Wall Full Frame Cistern
* For use with wall hung pans 
KI1001FF

Behind the wall flushing systems

OXFORD IN-WALL CISTERNS

OXFORD
INWALL COLLECTION
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